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Abstract
This deliverable presents the structure and contents of the MUNDFAB website The
MUNDFAB website aims at informing the public as well as at providing a means for
exchange of information on different levels of confidentiality.

1. Introduction
The address of the MUNDFAB homepage is www.mundfab.eu. The website has been
released in February 2020 and will be updated continuously.
The website contains a public section, a section for the partners, and a section for the EC
and the reviewers. Except for the public area, the sections are protected by accounts
granting access to the respective authorized parties.
The technical implementation of the website is realized by a CQ5 content management
system hosted by the central Fraunhofer IT services. This allows also straightforward
extensions that might be necessary for instance to include further sub-sections.

2. Structure of the MUNDFAB Website
2.1 Public Section
The public section displays the goals and results of the project to the public. Besides
providing basic information about the project, such as about partners or work packages, this
is achieved for instance by providing a list of related publications, including also references to
background work by the partners. Furthermore, public deliverables and other suitable
material such project highlights or public benchmarks will be part of the public section. A
further section will be devoted to the various partners’ software tools that will be part of the
overall MUNDFAB software framework. A section on events will inform about related events,
for instance conferences with major involvement of one or more MUNDFAB partners.
A screenshot of the current status of the homepage (as of end of February 2020) which is the
entry point for the public sections is shown in Figure 1.

2.2 Partners’ Section
In the partners’ section, material is provided which is intended for internal use within the
consortium, such as presentations from partner meetings, information on papers in submission
procedure, presentation or report templates, contact details of the project team members, etc.

2.3 Section for EC and Reviewers
This section contains the contractual documents (such as deliverables) and further official
information to be shared between the consortium and the European Commission and
reviewers, such as the presentation slides from the review meetings.

2.4 Conclusions
The primary route for disseminating information towards the scientific community,
stakeholders and potential customers as well as for communicating information towards a
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broader public is via a well-maintained project web site. Accordingly, the project website
www.mundfab.eu has been set up early in the project and the partners will continuously
extend it to display the results of the project to the public and to allow exchange of
information between the partners and between the project and the EC.
The website was reviewed by several research employees of Fraunhofer IT services and very
useful feedback has been received. Special attention was paid to the privacy. Except for public
documents, e.g., public deliverables, only logged in users have access to the documents
provided at the website.

Figure 1: Screenshot of the MUNDFAB homepage (www.mundfab.eu), status as end of
February 2020.
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